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Why an ORCID ID?
Why an ORCID iD? iD ORCID allows the author to:
1. get rid of errors due to namesakes, spelling mistakes, etc. connecting the author profile to a unique identifier;
2. automatically retrieves the main bibliographic data recorded in databases, catalogues, open access archives, social networks
in which the author is registered and his/her works are indexed;
3. limit manual data entry;
4. avoid duplications.
Start the virtuous circle
by entering the ORCID
ID while submitting your
work to your publisher!

For further information:
FAQ ORCID
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15/09/2015: start date for the ORCID iD in IRIS UniTrento
From September 15, 2015, when you open IRIS https://iris.unitn.it and login with UniTrento
credentials, a pop-up will appear (NB! the login could be covered by the cookie info) informing on
the need to create an ORCID ID or to link the one already acquired.
After login in IRIS, click at the bottom of the the pop-up "iD Crea o associa il tuo ORCID ID " to
continue.
1. Login

2. Click to continue
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15/09/2015:start date for the ORCID iD in IRIS UniTrento

Both by creating a new
iD or by linking the one
already acquired, you
will be required to
accept
three
permissions
(here
described) to configure
ORCID
iD
for
interoperability.

Click "iD Crea un nuovo ORCID" if you don’t have an ORCID iD or “iD Associa il
tuo ORCID" if you have already one.
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ORCID
Record
new ORCID
iD
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“iD Crea un nuovo ORCID” allows you to
create for the first time an ORCID iD and to
configure the iD for interoperability, through
three authorizations, with the Italian National
ORCID Hub (I.RI.DE project), IRIS UniTrento
and loginMIUR Cineca.

√
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Crea unfor
nuovo
Linking
an iDORCID
already acquired
1.

3.

2.
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“iD Associa il tuo ORCID” allows you to
configure the ORCID iD already acquired
for
interoperability,
through
three
authorizations, with the Italian National
ORCID Hub (I.RI.DE project), IRIS UniTrento
and loginMIUR Cineca.
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IRIS profile update with the ORCID iD

At the end of the
creation for a new
ORCID iD or the linking
for an iD already
acquired,
the
IRIS
profile is updated with
the ORCID iD.
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